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Introduction

The Orion series boasts an ultra flat full length low floor with a wide-aperture 

wheelchair accessible entrance and is equipped with optional fold out 

ramps, to provide easy access for fare paying passengers, regardless of 

mobility. 

Each vehicle in the range has been designed to be robust, meeting the requirements of dial-a-ride or 
community transport bus operators across the UK. The exceptional fuel economy makes the Orion the 
logical choice for cost conscious operators.

Stylishly designed, the Orion collection complies with Bus Regulation ECE 107.02 and is fitted with up to 
a 3.0 litre, 177bhp engine, with a choice of a manual or automatic gearbox.

The versatility of the Orion minibus gives our customers fully configurable seating combinations such as 
fixed, removable and tip/fold seats.

To book a test drive, simply call your local sales representative on 01706 860610



The Orion range with it’s lightweight but 
extremely robust body construction utilises 
modern materials and construction methods and 
delivers a class leading fuel economy of 22mpg on 
average.
 
The entirely configurable passenger area can 
meet the demands of a multitude of service 
requirements.

Specification

Large windows and glass roof hatch give 
the passenger saloon a spacious, airy feel

Driver friendly with entrance door 
adjacent to drivers area allowing great 
interaction with passengers as they board

Best in class floor height allowing easy 
wheelchair access via double rear doors 
and folding ramp

Innovative tip and fold seat solution 
providing efficient change-over from 
seated to wheelchair carrying mode.

Large array of options, including 
destination equipment, storage solutions, 
heating and climate control.

Dedicated sales and design team on hand 
to find the best solution for your specific 
needs

Complies to Bus Regulation ECE 107.02

Single step entry with full length completely flat 

floor 

Seating capacity ranging from 16 - 22 passengers, 

plus driver

Wide-aperture wheelchair accessible side and/or 

rear entrances

Passenger friendly access via a full height rapid 

sliding entrance door and kerb boarding ramp

Rear air suspension to minimise rear ramp angle

Up to 22 seats or 5 wheelchairs Low-Floor Coachbuilt 



Mellor Orion - Welfare/Class B Technical Information

Base vehicle Fiat Ducato No of cylinders 4

CC 2999 Emission standard Euro 5b+

Output PS at rpm 177hp @3500 Length 7497 mm

Width 2200 mm Height 2645 mm

Gross vehicle weight 5000kg Wheelbase 4890 mm

Transmission 6 speed Comfort-Matic / 
6 speed manual Turning circle 8.595 meters



We offer a range of internal layouts with coach back or accessible options
and a wide range of accessories and optional extras

* subject to weight limitations

16 Seats
Coachback with fold out side ramp

16 Seats 
Accessible with fold out side & rear ramps

1Wheelchair 
15 Seats
Coachback with fold out side ramp

Typical Interior LayoutsUp to 16 passengers or 5 wheelchairs

5 Wheelchairs 
2 Seats
Accessible with fold out side & rear ramps
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